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Abstract 
This study proposes a combinatorial double auction bi-objective winner determination 
problem for last mile delivery using drone. Prior studies are limited on solving mixed integer 
model, which are not efficient for large-scale scenario. However, this is not practical in real 
cases as the computation time to obtain the solution is longer due to number of combinations 
of packages and participants anticipated in the last mile delivery platform. Four multi-
objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEAs) with the decomposed winner determination 
problem model are experimented. This study is able to yield Pareto optimal solutions from 
multiple runs of mixed linear integer programming (MILP) using different objectives weights 
in the model. Unmanned aerial vehicle, or drone, has potential to reduce cost and save time 
for last-mile logistic operations. The result positively shows MOEAs are more efficient than 
MILP in yielding a set of feasible solutions for undertaking complex winner determination 
problem models. This is likely an unprecedented research in drone where combinatorial 
double auction is applied to complex drone delivery services and MOEAs are used to solve 
the associated winner determination problem model.  
 
Keywords: Combinatorial Double Auction; Decomposed problem; Drone Delivery; Multi-
objective Evolutionary Algorithm; Winner Determination Problem 
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Last-Mile Drone Delivery Combinatorial Double Auction Model using Multi-Objective 
Evolutionary Algorithms  

 
 
1. Introduction 
         Customers would like to buy delivery services are required to give the necessary 
information such as weights, volume and collection address, to an electronic transportation 
market (ETM) or an e-commerce platform.  Firms can also pass their parcels to a local pickup 
or drop-off point, such as a SKYBOX kiosk by aCommerce. The electronic transportation 
market is open lanes for the participated firms to bids. A firm determines its resources, 
constraints, or utilities issues before submitting a bid to the firm and both the customer and 
firm are allowed to submit their bids as packages. This means that the customer is allowed to 
submit different volumes and addresses of the parcels that are to be delivered as a package 
bid, if customer is willing to pay only if all the lanes in the packages are assigned. A 
participated firm submits its proposed optimized routes according to its capacity and utility 
as a package bid, if the firm is willing to accept the business only if all the lanes in the packages 
assigned are given to the firm. Hence, this study models a Combinatorial Double Auction (CDA) 
bi-objective winner determination problem (WDP) for last-mile delivery using drones. CDA is 
a type of auction that is participated by multiple buyers and multiple sellers and both buyers 
and sellers are allowed to bid the packages. Allowing a package bid on a set of lanes means 
that if {𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑒   , 𝐿𝑎𝑛𝑒   } is submitted, both lanes in this package are adopted if this 
package is assigned.  
      In reality, Walmart introduced their last-mile delivery solution, i.e., Walmart To Go 
includes home delivery and local pickup options for their customers (Sarah ,2014).  A similar 
pickup option is also provided by aCommerce with its SKYBOX kiosk, offering their customer 
options for pickup and drop-off couriers while on the go (aCommerce, 2016 ). In fact, Iwan et 
al. (2016) carried out an analysis on parcel lockers, where its concept is similar to SKYBOX 
kiosk and found this local pickup concept is the important directions for last mile delivery. 
This shows that large firms have shown interest to use drones in their delivery system. In 2013, 
Amazon recommended Prime Air service to deliver packages using multi-rotor drones to 
customers (Amazon.com Inc., 2016). A large logistic firm in German, Deutsche Post DHL also 
started its Parcelcopter initiative in 2013 by transporting medicine to the island of Juist in the 
North Sea using their Parcelcopter (DHL International GmbH., 2014). In 2014, Google revealed 
Project Wing (Stewart ,2014) that aimed to deliver larger items than those carried by Prime 
Air and Parcelcopter. Alibaba, the largest internet retailer in China, also started its drone 
delivery trials in 2015 (Leo ,2015).  This study is noted that using drones for last-mile delivery 
of light-weight parcels is also environment-friend, i.e., less carbon emission as compared with 
using truck (Goodchild & Toy, 2018). 
      In theoretical perspective, supply chain management and transportation planning, last 
mile delivery means delivery from a transportation hub to a final destination. As the 
transactions of consumer-to-consumer in e-commerce are increasing, last-mile delivery is 
becoming important in logistic firms. myHermes, one of the logistic firms, which was launched 
in 2009, already provides consumer-to-consumer services that collect couriers from the door-
step of customers (Hermes Parcelnet Ltd., 2017). Last-mile delivery solutions includes home 
delivery, setting up local pickup and drop-off kiosks for customers, or even collect parcel from 
the doorstep of customers. Using unmanned aerial vehicles, or commonly known as drones, 
in last mile delivery has potential to reduce the cost and time required to deliver packages as 
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the maintenance cost of drones is less than trucks, and the tasks are performed autonomously. 
Besides that, delivering with drones is unconstrained by traffic conditions, and generally has 
few obstacles to avoid (Dorling et al.,2016; Marius, 2017).  
     One distinct characteristic of a last-mile delivery system using drone is that the number of 
participants and the number of lanes will be very large. When the number of participants and 
number of lanes are very large, the WDP is not an easy problem to be solved using mixed 
integer linear programming (MILP). Solving a bi-objective WDP using the classical weighted 
objectives methods need multiple runs with different weights, in order to obtain the Pareto 
optimal solutions. This is not practical in real cases as the execution cost might not be 
affordable. This study adopts Multi-Objectives Evolutionary Algorithms (MOEAs), i.e. Non-
dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II), reference-point based Non-dominated 
Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-III), Pareto Archived Evolution Strategy (PAES), and Strength 
Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA2), to solve the complex bi-objective WDP model and 
produce the Pareto front of the solutions in a single run (Zhou  et al.,2011). The main reason 
that the four MOEAs are implemented due to their versatility in solving different types of 
problems such as knapsack and combinatorial problem (Zhou et al., 2011). These MOEAs are 
commonly used to tackle real-world applications (Giagkiozis, Purshouse & Fleming, 2015). 
     The contribution of this study is two-fold. (1) a CDA based bi-objective WDP model is 
proposed for last mile delivery with drones; and (2) MOEAs are applied to find the solutions 
for the WDP model to handle large and complex scenarios. The results from different MOEAs 
are compared and analysed. The convincing solutions indicate that MOEAs are useful for 
providing solutions for large and complex cases such as drone delivery services; therefore 
overcoming the inefficiency issue associated with large and complex WDP models in the 
marketplace.  The rest of the study is structured as follows. Section 2 contains a literature 
review covering drone delivery, CDA based WDP, and MOEAs. Section 3 describes the 
methodology used. Section 4 explains the details of our solution using MOEAs. Section 5 
contains discussion on data preparation and results. Finally, conclusions and suggestions for 
further work are presented in Section 6. 
 
2. Literature Review 
This section presents a literature review on drone delivery, CDA, and MOEAs techniques.  

2.1. Drone delivery literature 
     Ducret (2014) presented parcel deliveries and urban logistics and found last mile delivery 
is still understudied, which is generally more expensive, less efficient, and the most polluting 
section in a logistic chain.  The main problems of last mile delivery include uncertainty in terms 
of traffic that influences the delivery process and the substantial pollution emission (Tavana 
et al., 2017). Tavana et al. (2017) suggested that using drone can reduce the influence of the 
aforementioned issues and, therefore, the service provided is faster and more reliable. In fact, 
technological advancement has made drone delivery a reality, which is able to change the 
common choice of delivery options as drone is operated autonomously and unconstrained by 
road traffic conditions (Dorling et al., 2016; Marius, 2017). Besides that, Goodchild and Toy 
(2018) estimated the carbon dioxide emission and vehicle miles travelled levels and presented 
that using drones, rather than trucks, can reduce carbon dioxide emission if the service zones 
are close to depot or the carried load is light in weight. 
     Still, different methods have been examined to resolve the routing problems in drone 
deliveries. Sundar and Rathinam (2013) optimized the routing problem of single drone with 
multiple depots and multiple targets where the depots allow drone to refuel. Ferrandez et al. 
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(2016) showed another way of trucks and drones collaboration.  It aims to optimize the 
delivery network. Dorling et al. (2016) considered the issues of battery weight, payload weight, 
and drone reuse in a vehicle routing problem. Wang et al. (2019) even combined truck 
delivery, truck based drone delivery and independent drone delivery platforms. Not to 
mention Sawadsitang et al. (2019) proposed a multi-objective and three-stage stochastic 
optimization model for the drone delivery scheduling. There are also multi-drone networks 
modelled using auction based concept (Shin et al., 2019). Aforementioned, these studies 
conclude that with the current technologies, drone delivery still has limitations, but has some 
advantages over truck delivery in certain scenarios. However, the marketplace of e-commerce 
is a significant area for drone delivery to work well. There are a lot of transactions in e-
commerce that the goods are light in weights (Wang , 2016).  
     Unlike drone routing problems presented, this study proposes to use the WDP method to 
assign a pool of customers and logistic firms. A large enough pool of customers and logistic 
firms, despite whether drone delivery is used in tandem with trucks and the routing problem 
optimized by the logistic firms is more practical in the economic sense.  Prior studies focused 
on routing from the technical aspect and the economic aspect of drone delivery is yet to be 
fully explored. As the use of drone in last mile delivery is increasingly gaining importance in 
today’s e-commerce era, the need to look at drone transport service procurement is timely 
and vital.  Transport service procurement is actually a WDP issue. The next subsection 
presents a discussion on a variety of methods to solve WDP in transportation service 
procurement.  
 

2.2. Combinatorial Double Auction based Winner Determination Problem 
     There are many methods to solve WDP in transportation service procurement. In this 
aspect, transportation services need optimization-based procurement owing to the 
enormous economy prospect (Caplice & Sheffi, 2003). The commonly used mechanism in 
solving WDP is auction. CDA is a type of auction mechanism that has both double auction (DA) 
and combinatorial auction (CA) properties. DA is an auction which considers a multi-seller and 
multi-buyer environment. In this environment, a third party acts as auctioneer, collecting the 
bids from sellers and buyers. The auctioneer could also be an independent platform or cloud-
based ETM and regulates the price that allows clearance or matching between bids. The DA 
mechanism has also been extended for a multi-attribute setting by Cheng et al. (2016) in the 
context of perishable supply chain trading. 
     In addition, CA allows carriers to bid on multiple lanes in a package. Song and Regan (2003) 
applied simulation in CA and found that both shippers and carriers could gain significant 
benefits. This is because CA solves transportation procurement problems that account for 
carriers' economy of scope (Sheffi, 2004). Ignatius et al. (2010) leveraged the imprecision of 
bid prices as a means to provide a better flexibility to WDP formed using CA. Furthermore, 
Ignatius et al. (2011) formalized a Fuzzy Combinatorial Auction Winner Determination 
Problem that allows the auctioneer to estimate its ''true'' revenue despite price uncertainties. 
Ignatius et al. (2014) were to consider multi-objective properties for winner determination in 
CA and provide solution comparisons across weighted objective methods, pre-emptive goal 
programming, and compromise programming. Accounting for the uncertainty of demand in 
transportation procurement, Ma et al. (2013) proposed a two stage stochastic integer 
programming for CA-based WDP. Later on, Remli and Rekik  (2013) proposed a constraint 
generation algorithm to similar WDP with consideration of uncertainty in demand. 
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     CDA has just been applied to transportation service procurement recently. Based on both 
DA and CA properties, CDA considers a multi-shippers and multi-carriers environment, where 
they are allowed to bid on multiple lanes in a package.  Similar to DA, the auctioneer is a third 
party agent or an ETM.  There are only few studies on CDA in transportation service 
procurement. For instance, Motlagh et al. (2010) derived a linear CDA model in transportation 
service procurement that allows carriers to constraint the range of volume of loads to be 
carried. The derived CDA model is compared with CA using a test procedure. The results show 
that CDA is superior to CA in generating revenue, and it remains relatively stable for reduced 
market clearing flexibility. The CDA is also used in business to business trading in a centralized 
marketplace, or in a multi-agent coordination system with artificial intelligence. Xia et al. 
(2005) showed how a general CDA problem could be reduced to a combinatorial single-sided 
auction. Other applications included native vegetation offsets in Nemes et al. (2008), a trust 
incentive problem in Wang et al., (2010), and cloud computing in Samimi et al. (2016). In sum, 
accounting for cases that ETM needs to consider more than one objective, this study extends 
the CDA model to a bi-objective representation, and tackle the problem with MOEAs. A review 
on MOEAs is presented in the next subsection. 
 

2.3. MOEAs  
     The WDP model needs to consider more than one objectives, which often are in 
contradiction in the real cases and the model is not possible to yield on solution that could 
minimize or maximize both objectives. A set of trade-off solutions is known as the non-
dominated Pareto-optimal solutions (Deb, 2001). The classical weighted objectives method is 
considered to solve multi-objectives problems (Geoffrion,1968).  However, the solution set is 
obtained through multiple runs with different objectives weights, which is a time-consuming 
and laborious process.  Population-based multi-objectives algorithms are able to produce a 
set of Pareto optimal solutions in single run and have been widely accepted as a useful 
method for solving multi-objectives problems (Zhou et al., 2011). Metaheuristic methods, 
which include MOEAs, constitute a practical approach to solve large scale instances in 
complex WDP models. 
     MOEAs are developed from single objective evolutionary algorithm.  Examples include the 
Multi-Objective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA), Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) 
and Niched Pareto Genetic Algorithm (NPGA).  These methods convert a single-objective 
genetic algorithm to a MOEA by adding the necessary operators. In general, the two common 
features of MOEA operators are assigning a fitness to each population member based on a 
non-dominated sorting procedure and preserving diversity among the solutions of the same 
non-dominated front. To produce better solutions, the elitism strategy is adopted (Zitzler et 
al., 1994). Some elitist MOEA examples include Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) 
(Zitzler & Thiele, 1998), Pareto-archived Evolution Strategy (PAES) (Knowles & Corne, 1999) 
and elitist objective genetic algorithm (Rudolph, 2001).  
     There are also researchers that study on MOEA based on decomposition, MOEA/D where 
the MOP is decomposed to subproblems to be optimized simultaneously (Zhang & Li, 2007). 
For dynamic cases, Jiang and Yang (2016) developed a steady-state and generational 
evolutionary algorithm. Some examples of applications of MOEAs include data mining, 
spectrum assignment problem and power flow problem. Coello (1999) introduced the 
strength and weakness of those MOEAs that were popular while Zhou et al. (2011) carried 
out a survey on MOEAs and presented the state of the art of MOEAs. 
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       This study employs four widely used MOEAs, namely NSGA-II, NSGA-III, PAES and SPEA2, 
to tackle the CDA-based WDP model for last mile drone delivery.  A review on these MOEAs 
and their associated characteristic features are described as follows.   
NSGA-II uses a fast non-dominated sorting procedure for ranking the solutions in its selection 
and crowding distance assignment (Deb et al., 2002). In NSGA-II, for each solution, two 
entities is calculated: 

 the number of solutions which dominate the solution (Domination count) 
 A set of solutions that a particular solution dominates 

     
      The solution that has zero domination count occupies the first front. The domination count 
is reduced accordingly for the subsequent fronts. Deb and Jain (2013) suggested a reference 
point-based many objectives NSGA-II framework evolutionary algorithm, namely NSGA-III. 
Jain and Deb (2013) extended NSGA-III for solving generic constrained problems. The basic 
framework of NSGA-III is similar to that of NSGA-II, but with significant changes in its selection 
operator (Deb & Jain, 2013; Jain & Deb, 2013). The crowding distance operator is replaced 
with methods that maintain diversity among the population members by supplying and 
adaptively updating a number of well-spread reference points. 
      PAES uses its Pareto archive for evolution with a local search and starts from a population 
of one to archive from the previous solutions and a copy of that chromosome is mutated to 
form new candidate solutions after the evaluation of one chromosome (current solution) 
(Knowles & Corne, 1999). The current and new candidate solutions are compared, if one 
solution dominates the other, the non-dominated solution is absorbed into the archive. For 
neither solution dominates one another, the candidate solution is compared with a reference 
population of previously achieved non-dominated solutions.  If the comparison fails to favour 
one candidate solution over the existing ones, the solution which resides in the least crowded 
region of space is selected. 
     In addition, SPEA2 uses a fine-grained fitness assignment strategy, a density estimation 
technique, and an enhanced archive truncation method (Zitzler et al., 2001) in its algorithm. 
In the fitness assignment state of SPEA2, a strength value is assigned to each member in the 
population and the archive (an external set) according to the number of solutions it dominates 
(Zitzler et al., 2001). The raw fitness value is calculated according to the strength value. The 
density estimation technique used is an adaption of the k-th nearest neighbour method 
(Dehnad, 1987). The fitness value is calculated by adding both the raw fitness value and the 
density estimation value. SPEA2 has a fixed number of individuals in its archive form SPEA. 
The dominated individual may be copied to the archive if the number of non-dominated 
individuals is smaller than the fixed number of individuals in the archive.  The aforementioned 
MOEAs are widely applied in different fields.  Examples include an inventory control system 
(Chołodowicz & Orłowski, 2017) and an operational planning problem(Alexandre et al., 2017).  
In both applications, NSGA-II and SPEA2 were used and compared. NSGA-II and PAES were 
used in a partial flexible job shop scheduling problem (Rabiee et al., 2012). In general, these 
MOEAs outperform each other in different fields.   
 
3. Mathematical Model and Proposed Framework 
     This section explains the mathematical models used in this research. Motlagh et al. (2010) 
derived a linear single objective WDP model using CDA for transportation service 
procurement. The model allows carriers to put constraints on the range of volume of loads to 
be carried. This study extends the MILP model to present  a bi-objective representation and 
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decomposes the model using MOEAs (Motlagh et al., 2010). The following indices, parameters, 
and decision variables are used. 
 
Indices: 𝐼 : Set of deliveries origins 𝐽 : Set of deliveries destinations 𝑁 : Set of participated firm 𝐶 : Set of firms' bidding packages 
M : Set of customer 
S : Set of customers' bidding packages 
Parameters: 𝒜  : Demand of customer m in lane i to j 𝑎  : Demand of package s in lane i to j ℬ  : Supply of firm n in lane i to j 𝑏  : Supply of package c in lane i to j 𝑝  : The price per unit volume from lane i to j of package c 𝐿  : The minimum volume of load acceptable from lane i to j in package c 𝑈  : The maximum volume of load acceptable from lane i to j in package c 
 
Decision Variables: 𝑥  : Package c's proportion of load accepted from lane i to j 𝑦  : Decide whether or not to accept package c 
 

3.1. Combinatorial Double Auction 
      Referring to the multi-objective combinatorial auction for transportation service 
procurement in Ignatius et al. (2014), this study extends the single-objective MILP model to a 
weighted bi-objective representation.  The first objective is to maximize the profit of the ETM.  
The profit is calculated by summing all payments from the assigned customers’ (buyers) 
packages minus the total cost of the assigned firms’ (sellers) packages, as follows: 

 𝐹 = 𝑝 𝑎 𝑥( , )∈( , )∈ − 𝑝 𝑏 𝑥( , )∈( , )∈  (1) 

 
The second objective is to maximize the marketplace fairness. This objective aims to maximize 
the numbers of assigned packages as a way to maximize the satisfaction of the participants in 
the marketplace. The second objective is formulated as follows: 

 𝐹 = 𝑦∈ + 𝑦∈  (2) 

 
The weighted bi-objective model that maximises both the profit and market fairness is 

 Max 𝑤 𝐹𝑜𝑏𝑗 + 𝑤 𝐹𝑜𝑏𝑗  (3) 

s.t   
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 𝑎 𝑥∈ − 𝑏 𝑥∈ ≤ 0 ∀ (𝑖, 𝑗) (4) 

 𝑏 𝑥 − R𝑦 ≤ 0 ∀ 𝑐, (𝑖, 𝑗) (5) 

 −𝑏 𝑥 + 𝐿 𝑦 ≤ 0 ∀ 𝑐, (𝑖, 𝑗) (6) 

 𝑏 𝑥 − 𝑈 𝑦 ≤ 0 ∀ 𝑐, (𝑖, 𝑗) (7) 

 𝑎 𝑥 − R𝑦 ≤ 0 ∀ 𝑠, (𝑖, 𝑗) (8) 

 𝑎 𝑥 − 𝑎 𝑦 = 0 ∀ 𝑠, (𝑖, 𝑗) (9) 

 𝑥 = ℝ  ∀ 𝑐, (𝑖, 𝑗) (10) 

 𝑥 = ℝ  ∀ 𝑠, (𝑖, 𝑗) (11) 

 𝑦 = {0,1} ∀ 𝑐 (12) 

 𝑦 = {0,1} ∀ 𝑠 (13) 

 
where R in Equations (5) and (8) is an arbitrary large value. Note that 𝑜𝑏𝑗  and 𝑜𝑏𝑗  are used 
to normalize the importance of both objectives to avoid the condition whereby either one of 
the objectives is insignificant to affect the solution, e.g. a situation where the profit is 10000 
while marketplace fairness is only 10. Inequality (4) ensures the supply of assigned packages 
is greater than the demand for all lanes. Inequality (5) to Inequality (7) impose constraints 
upon the volume of load pertaining to the range submitted by the firms while Equations (8) 
and (9) ensure that all the loads in the assigned customers’ packages are accepted. 
 

3.2. Decomposed Model 
     There are two levels of variables in this problem. Let 𝑥 be the vector of 𝑥  and 𝑥  while 𝑦 
as the vector of 𝑦  and 𝑦  such that 𝑖 ∈ 𝐼 and 𝑗 ∈ 𝐽 for ∀𝑐 ∈ 𝐶  and ∀𝑠 ∈ 𝑆.  Let 𝑥 and 𝑦 be 
the vectors of decision variables determining the proportion of loads assigned and the 
'winning' packages, respectively. An example of 𝑦 that contains a 6-package bid from carriers 
and a 6-package bid from a shipper is shown in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1. Example of 𝒚 in CDA 

 
     Figure 1 showed that {𝑐_2, 𝑐_5, 𝑐_6}  package bid from customers (buyers) and {𝑠_1, 𝑠_2, 𝑠_6} package bid from firms (sellers) are assigned. Notice that variables in vector 𝑦 
are the first level binary independent variables, while variables in vector 𝑥 are the dependent 
variable corresponding to those in 𝑦. This study decomposes the MILP model in two stages: 

i. Assign the packages (values of 𝑦) 
ii. Find the proportion of loads for the assigned packages (values of 𝑥) 

The decomposed model becomes: 
 Max 𝐹 (𝑦, 𝑥) (14) 
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 Max 𝐹 (𝑦, 𝑥) (15) 

s.t.    

 𝑎 𝑦∈ − 𝑈 𝑦∈ ≤ 0 ∀ (𝑖, 𝑗) (16) 

 𝑦 = {0,1} ∀ 𝑐 (17) 

 𝑦 = {0,1} ∀ 𝑠 (18) 

 
     Note that 𝐹 (𝑦, 𝑥) in Equation(14) is the first objective function that maximizes the profit, 
while 𝐹 (𝑦, 𝑥) in Equation(15) is the second objective function that maximizes marketplace 
fairness. 𝐹 (𝑦, 𝑥) is calculated in stage 2 by optimizing 𝑥, as shown in Equations(19) to (21) 
while  𝐹 (𝑦, 𝑥) = ∑ 𝑦. 
Inequality (16) ensures that vector 𝑦 is a feasible solution (i.e., supply is greater than demand). 
 

 

𝐹 (𝑦, 𝑥) = Max 𝑝 𝑎( , )∈( , )∈(  ∩ )− 𝑝 𝑏 𝑥( , )∈( , )∈(  ∩ )  
(19) 

s.t.    

 𝑎∈ − 𝑏 𝑥∈ ≤ 0 ∀ (𝑖, 𝑗) (20) 

 𝑥 = 𝐿 𝑏 , 𝑈 𝑏  ∀ 𝑘, (𝑖, 𝑗) (21)
⑴ 

 
Note that 𝑣 ∈ 𝑆 given that 𝑦 = 1, and 𝑘 ∈ 𝐶  given that 𝑦 = 1. Equation (19) maximizes 𝐹 (𝑦, 𝑥) (the profit of ETM) where 𝑝 𝑎( , )∈( , )∈(  ∩ )  

is the revenue from the assigned firms' package bid, 𝑦  and 
 𝑝 𝑏 𝑥( , )∈( , )∈(  ∩ )  

is the cost from the assigned customers' package bid, 𝑦 .  Inequality (20) ensures the supply 
is greater than demand while equation (21) imposes constraints upon the ranges of 𝑥 so that 
it is within the ranges submitted by firms. Notice that this study assumes all customers want 
all their submitted volumes of loads to be delivered if they are assigned (i.e., the proportion 
of loads for customers are 1 in all lanes). 
 

3.3. MOEAs 
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Four MOEAs are engaged in stage 2 of the proposed decomposed model. A general 
framework that depicts the fitness selection strategy of each MOEA is shown in Figure 2.   
 

 
Figure 2. A general framework of the genetic algorithm 

 
In an MOEA, the operations evolve 𝑦 only, while 𝑥  is optimized during fitness evaluation. 
Generally, 𝑥 is optimized by the following steps: 

1. If stage 1 is feasible (supply is greater or equal demand in all lanes), 𝑦 is forwarded to 
stage 2; else continue to evolve 𝑦 

2. In stage 2, set 𝑥 to the lower bound in a submitted bid 
3. In each lane, the prices submitted in bids are sorted in an ascending order 
4. In each lane, if the sum of the minimum supply is lower than the demand, 𝑥 is adjusted 

within the upper bound according to the sorted prices. 
5. After 𝑥 is optimized, the profit is calculated 

The pseudo-code for optimizing 𝑥 is: 
Input  feasible 𝑦; 

for each x that corresponds to the assigned package do 

 x is assigned to the minimum proportion; 

end for 

for each lane do 

 Sort the prices of the lane submitted in an ascending order; 

 t = 1; 

 while total supply is lower than total demand in the lane do 

  x in sorted package t is adjusted within the maximum proportion; 
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  Update total supply; 

  t++; 

 end while 

end for 

Calculate profit; 

return profit 

 
4. Data Generation and Results Analysis 
A simulation is conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed CDA-based WDP 
model.  The simulation begins by generating 

𝒜 = 𝕒 𝕒 … 𝕒𝕒 𝕒 … 𝕒⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮𝕒 𝕒 … 𝕒 , 

i.e., the demand of shipper m for all 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀. Each 𝕒  is generated with a discrete uniform 
distribution in the range [1000,10000], subject to a uniformly generated 𝛼 ≤ 50 and 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗. 
Notice that m at the top right of the matrix denotes shipper m. Then, 𝒜  is separated to 
several packages, 

𝐴 = 𝑎 𝑎 … 𝑎𝑎 𝑎 … 𝑎⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮𝑎 𝑎 … 𝑎  

such that 𝑠 ∈ 𝑆 randomly uses an exponential distribution for each 𝑚 ∈ 𝑀. Note that a non-
zero 𝕒  is selected randomly and store in 𝐴 . In every selection of 𝕒 , the selected 𝕒  is 
stored to the next package subject to probability of an exponential distribution.  By setting 𝜆 = 4, the probability is calculated by 1 − 𝑒 , where t is the number of lanes stored in the 
current package. 
Then, according to 𝒜 , the supply of carrier n, 

ℬ = 𝕓 𝕓 … 𝕓𝕓 𝕓 … 𝕓⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮𝕓 𝕓 … 𝕓  

is generated for all 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁. As this is a multi-shipper and multi-carrier problem, as long as lane (𝑖, 𝑗)  is opened, each 𝕓  is generated with a discrete uniform distribution in the range 
[1000,10000], subject to a uniformly generated 𝛼 ≤ 50 and 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗. Again, n at the top of the 
matrix denotes the index of carrier n. ℬ  is separated into several packages, 

𝐵 = 𝑏 𝑏 … 𝑏𝑏 𝑏 … 𝑏⋮ ⋮ ⋱ ⋮𝑏 𝑏 … 𝑏  

such that 𝑐 ∈ 𝐶 randomly uses an exponential distribution for each 𝑛 ∈ 𝑁. 
Assuming that the distance is longer when |𝑖 − 𝑗| is larger, 𝑝  and 𝑝  are then generated 
using a normal distribution with mean |𝑖 − 𝑗|15 and |𝑖 − 𝑗|10 with a standard deviation of 2 
for the corresponding lanes and packages, respectively. The lower and upper bounds that 
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carriers could accept for the corresponding lanes and packages, i.e., 𝐿  and 𝑈 , are set to 40% 
and 100% of the quantity of bids submitted, respectively. A summary of the CDA parameters 
are shown in Table 1. 
 
Table 1. Input parameters for CDA model 
Parameter Value 𝒑𝒊𝒋𝒔  𝒩(|𝑖 − 𝑗| × 15,2) 𝒑𝒊𝒋𝒄  𝒩(|𝑖 − 𝑗| × 10,2) 𝜶 𝒰{1,100} 𝕒𝒊𝒋𝒎 𝒰{1000,10000}| 𝛼 ≤ 50, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 𝕓𝒊𝒋𝒏  𝒰{1000,10000}| 𝑎𝑆 > 0, 𝛼 ≤ 50, 𝑖 ≠ 𝑗 

𝑳𝒊𝒋𝒄  0.4 × 𝑏  𝑼𝒊𝒋𝒄  1.0 × 𝑏  

 
This study generates the transportation data for different numbers of lanes with a computer 
of 1.80 GHz processor and 8 GB RAM, and with MATLAB and Java software packages. Each 
simulated data set is fed into the weighted bi-objective CDA model, which is solved using the 
weighted MILP method.  The simulated data set is fed into the decomposed model and solved 
using NSGA-II, NSGA-III, PAES, and SPEA2. The results of different weighted objectives solved 
by MILP are shown in Table 2. The settings of the MOEAs are presented in Table 3 (based on 
settings used in the corresponding published studys). 
 
Table 2. MILP results using different weights of objectives 

Weights Lanes = 12 
Packages = 84 + 21 

Lanes = 42 
Packages = 472 + 121 

Lanes = 90 
Packages = 1431 + 364 

w1 w2 Profit Fairness Profit Fairness Profit Fairness 
1 0 2478540 47 24461241 292 97384263 850 

0.9 0.1 2475121 50 24333799 347 96778462 1079 
0.8 0.2 2426602 61 24057198 385 95137061 1255 
0.7 0.3 2404361 64 23516396 424 93203551 1365 
0.6 0.4 2299221 72 23033276 447 91636049 1420 
0.5 0.5 2278868 73 22670471 458 90671157 1441 
0.4 0.6 2187794 76 22314244 465 89226615 1462 
0.3 0.7 2047978 79 20752884 485 86458748 1489 
0.2 0.8 1522812 86 15115553 527 74947032 1556 

0.1 0.9 -
1043519 105 -42057 586 11134117 1739 

0 1 -
2347550 105 -19691815 593 -23499502 1795 
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Table 3.  Parameter settings of MOEAs 
MOEA Settings 

NSGA-II  Population size = 100  
 Selection operator: Deterministic Tournament Selection (with tournament 

size of 2) 

NSGA-
III 

 Population size = 100  
 Divisions outer = 4; 
 Divisions inner = 0; 
 Adopt above NSGAII settings 

PAES  Archive size = 100 
 Bi-section = 8 
 Number of division = 2^8 

SPEA2  Population size = 100  
 Offspring size = 100 
 k value = 1 

 
This study presents the results of different MOEAs in Figures 2a - 2c, with respect to the 
number of lanes. Notice that for each MOEA with the same population size, the results of 10 
runs and with different numbers of fitness evaluations (NFE) (i.e., 1000, 5000 and 10000) are 
shown.  The approximated time required to run 11 different weight combinations for the bi-
objective model using MILP are shown in Table 4.  The durations needed to run each MOEA 
are recorded in Table 4. 
 
Table 4. Run time (seconds) for MILP and MOEAs 
Lanes 12 42 90 

MILP 3-4 19033 37316 

NFE 1000 5000 10000 1000 5000 10000 1000 5000 10000 

NSGA-II 

NSGA-III 

PAES 

SPEA2 

< 1 1-2 3 1-2 9-12 20-25 10-20 75-90 170-185 

< 1 1-2 3-4 1-2 12-14 25-27 10-20 130-150 280-305 

< 1 1-2 2-3 1-2 6-8 15-16 10-20 65-75 130-150 

< 1 1-2 3-4 1-2 8-10 19-21 10-20 75-90 175-190 
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 Figure 2a. MOEAs results in different NFE for 12 lanes 
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Figure 2b. MOEAs results in different NFE for 42 lanes 
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Figure 2c. MOEAs results in different NFE for 90 lanes 
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     This study categorizes the scenarios into three categories, i.e., a small scale case of 12 lanes 
with a total of 105 package bids; a medium scale case of 42 lanes with a total of 593 package 
bids; and a large scale case of 90 lanes with a total of 1795 package bids.  Notice that the MILP 
results are treated as the Pareto optimal solutions. For the small scale case, the time needed 
for 1 simulation to run 10000 NFE for each MOEA is approximately the same as that required 
for 11 points from MILP with different weight combinations. Except PAES, the three MOEAs 
are able to produce more than 11 points on the Pareto optimal front.  As such, NSGA-II, NSGA-
III and SPEA2 are more efficient that MILP in solving the small scale case. 
     For the medium scale case, the time and solution set from NSGA-II and SPEA2 are similar. 
While NSGA-III takes a longer time (few more seconds), its solution set is more diversified, 
and there are some solutions that fall at the Pareto optimal front. Comparing with 11 MILP 
runs MILP (more than 5 hours), the time needed for 1 run of NSGA-II, NSGA-III, and SPEA2 is 
extremely fast (not more than 30 seconds).  Furthermore, the solution sets from MOEAs 
except PAES are close to the Pareto optimal front. 
     For the large scale case, the outcome is similar to those of the medium scale case, except 
that the distance of the solution sets produced by NSGA-II, NSGA-III and SPEA2 is further from 
the Pareto optimal front. However, considering the time needed to run 11 MILP runs (more 
than 10 hours), these MOEAs are more efficient in producing the feasible results. 
This study further investigates the performance of these MOEAs by randomly run 30 seeds 
for each MOEAs with respective scenarios and calculate some performance metrics such as 
generational distance (GD), hyper volume (HV) and spacing. GD measures the closeness of 
the solution set to the PF(Van Veldhuizen,1999; Van Veldhuizen & Lamont,2000; Yen & 
He,2014). It reflects the convergence of the solutions. The nearer the GD value to 0, the closer 
the solutions are to the PF. Let say our solution set, 𝒮 contain P number of solutions such as  𝒮 = {𝑧 , 𝑧 , … , 𝑧 },  this study calculates the GD as 

GD = ∑ 𝑑𝓅𝓅𝑃  

where 𝑑𝓅 = 𝑚𝑖𝑛𝓇 𝑓 𝑧𝓅 − 𝑔(𝓇)  is the distance in objective space of the solution 𝓅 and 
the nearest point at PF, 𝓇 such that 𝓇 ∈ 𝑃𝐹.  
 
On the other hand, HV consider both closeness of the solution set with PF and diversity of 
the solution set (Zitzler & Thiele, 1998; Van Veldhuizen,1999; Yen & He,2014). It calculates 
the area of the enclosed space of the solution set with a reference point. For example, 
referring to the bi-objective problem, the equation to calculate the hyperarea of the 
solution set and origin (as reference point) is H(𝒮) = 𝑎 𝑧𝓅 |∀𝑧𝓅 ∈ 𝒮𝓅  

where 𝑎 𝑧𝓅  is the rectangle area bounded by origin and 𝑓 𝑧𝓅  for bi-objective problem. 
Considering the difficulty to choose reference point to calculate hyperarea, Auger et al. 
(2009) suggested an algorithm that helps us to decide reference point in a more proper way. 
Using true PF as a reference, David and Veldhuizen(1999) proposed a hyperarea ratio metric 
defined as HV = (𝒮)( ). 
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In this metric, a high value means the solution set is close to the reference point and have 
good diversity. 
Lastly, spacing measure the distribution of the solution set(Schott, 1995; Van Veldhuizen & 
Lamont, 2000; Yen & He,2014). The equation is given as below 

Spacing = 1𝑃 𝑑𝓅 − �̅�𝓅  

where 𝑑𝓅 is the distance in objective space of the solution 𝓅 and the nearest point in PF, 𝓇 
such as 𝓇 ∈ 𝑃𝐹 and 𝑃 is the number of individuals in the solution set. A value of 0 for this 
metric means that all members in solution set are equidistantly spaced. Figure 3a-3c show 
the graphs of GD, HV and spacing metrics for each scenarios. 
 
From the graph of GD metrics, the distance between the solution set and reference points 
from NSGA-II and SPEA2 are similar throughout the evolution for all cases. Meanwhile, NSGA-
III has similar “closeness” to PF with NSGA-II and SPEA2 after 10000 NFE for small scale case 
but is slightly closer to reference points for medium and large scale cases. Besides that, it 
needs fewer NFE to get solution set that has similar GD value compared to NSGA-II and SPEA2. 
From the HV metrics, this study found that NSGA-II and SPEA2 are again similar throughout 
the evolution while NSGA-III generally has higher HV value than both NSGA-II and SPEA2. 
NSGA-II and SPEA2 can obtain similar “diversity” in small scale case after 10000 NFE. This 
shows that the diversity of NSGA-III is better than NSGA-II and SPEA2. From approximation 
set in Figure 2a-2c, it is clear that except small scale case, NSGA-III is more diversified than 
NSGA-II and SPEA2. From the spacing metrics, NSGA-III tend to be more evenly spread than 
NSGA-II and SPEA2 at early evolution stage (NFE around 1000) but after 10000 NFE, NSGA-II 
and SPEA2 are more evenly spread than NSGA-III. 
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Figure 3a. MOEAs indicators for 12 lanes 
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Figure 3b. MOEAs indicators for 42 lanes 
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Figure 3c. MOEAs indicators for 90 lanes 
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Generally, a summary of the analysis is as follows: 
 NSGA-II and SPEA2 produce similar solutions sets with similar computational time. 
 NSGA-III is more diversified, and its solution set is generally closer to the Pareto front 

than those of NSGA-II and SPEA2, but it requires a slightly longer computational time. 
 PAES produces poor results. 
 NSGA-II, NSGA-III and SPEA2 are significantly faster than MILP. 

 
5. Conclusions 
     The CDA-based WDP model proposed by Motlagh et al. (2010) has been extended to a bi-
objective representation, and applied to last mile drone delivery services. The resulting MILP 
formulation has been decomposed and solved using MOEAs. The main reason of employing 
MOEAs is to tackle realistic, large-scale scenarios in the transportation service procurement 
field. This is vital as last mile delivery services has gained attention from logistic firms to cope 
with the increasing number of transactions in e-commerce, especially in the consumer-to-
consumer market. Some firms like Amazon and Alibaba have conducted run trials on using 
drone to deliver goods. Our study is a step forward to make last mile drone delivery become 
a common choice in delivery services. 
In practices, CDA-based WDP framework is able to collect a pool of demands and supplies 
while MOEAs are able to solve this large-scale problem in a short timeframe. As last mile 
delivery business is competing speed of delivery to the end user, failure to meet customers’ 
expectation might cause business loss. 
The contributions of this study are (1) propose a new framework, that is to use decomposed 
bi-objectives CDA based WDP model in last mile drone delivery system; (2) show the need to 
implement metaheuristic methods to the proposed framework for better efficiency; (3) 
compare the results for four common MOEAs and analyse the results with common metrics. 
In general, NSGA-II, NSGA-III, and SPEA2 are able to produce feasible solutions very rapidly.  
The accuracy rates deteriorate slightly in large scale cases based on the default MOEA settings.  
The performance could be improved by tuning the parameters and evolution operators such 
as crossover and mutation operators in the respective algorithm according to a specific 
scenario for further research.   
Although this study has reached its aims, there is an unavoidable limitation regarding the data 
simulation procedures. As there are no open sources data that matches with the scenarios of 
CDA based WDP in the proposed framework, data is simulated randomly using common 
distributions such as uniform distribution, normal distribution and exponential distribution. It 
would be better representing real situation if the data is the real data or it is generated 
according to the real distribution. 
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Figures

Figure 1

Example of ỹ in CDA

Figure 2

A general framework of the genetic algorithm



Figure 3

MOEAs results in different NFE for 12 lanes (Figure 2a in the manuscript.)

Figure 4

MOEAs results in different NFE for 42 lanes (Figure 2b in the manuscript.)



Figure 5

MOEAs results in different NFE for 90 lanes (Figure 2c in the manuscript.)



Figure 6

MOEAs indicators for 12 lanes (Figure 3a in the manuscript.)



Figure 7

MOEAs indicators for 42 lanes (Figure 3b in the manuscript.)



Figure 8

MOEAs indicators for 90 lanes (Figure 3c in the manuscript.)


